
Product description
Brief introduction: 
D125*22.23mm ripple segment sintered diamond cup grinding wheels are mainly used for
grinding surface and edge of concrete an other materiasl.With the advantages of convenient
use and high grinding efficiency,it is the most effective tool for fase grinding,trimming of
stone and concrete.It is usually used on small handheld electric or pneumatic grinding
machines,it can also be used on large grinding machines,like continuous grinding machines.
Features:
1 These cup grinding wheels are made by sintered,longer lifespan and grinding effect
stronger.
2 We carried out the balancing test before leaving the factory,to make sure that jitter does
not occur during use.
3 The design with good sharpness be provided with easy dust removal, low noise and low
pollution.
4 Small volume,more convenient to used in handheld machine. 
All of our products have been strictly tested before access to market.
Other specifications can be customized according to requirements.
Products Details
The specification of diamond cup grinding wheels:

Diameter Thickness Connection Grit Application
materials Application machines

50mm 5mm M10
M12
M14

20mm
22.23mm
5/8"-11

Snail lock

30#
36#
40#
60#
120#
200#

Granite
Marble

concrete
Quartz

Other stone

Electric grinding machines
Pneumatic grinding machines
Continuous grinding machines 

80mm 5mm
100mm 5mm
125mm 5mm
150mm 5mm
180mm 5mm

The following shows only part of the product,other products can be customized
according to c needs
If you do not find the product you want,please contact us for more products
details.

 



 
Notice:
1.Before purchase, please provide the model of the machine.
2.Please provide the processed material before purchase.
3.Other specifications can be customized according to requirements.
Similar Products
4"100mm resin filled diamond cup grinding wheel,diamond cup grinding wheel for marble
and granite

Products Packing
Diamond cup grinding wheels packing in the carton.
We can also pack the diamond cup grinding wheels according to your requirements.
Special specifications need to be negotiated for delivery times.
Contact Us
Fujian Nanan Boreway Machinery Co.,Ltd. 
Address: Shuitou Town,Quanzhou, Fujian, China
Post Code: 362342
TEL: (+86)595-86990206/(+86)18250633812
FAX: (+86)595-86990220
WhatsApp:+86-18359335376
Facebook:ChoisDong
Email:borewa05@boreway.net
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